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PSYCHOLOGY 
(Emotions) 
Paper-XIII 

(Semester-Ill)

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 48

The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.

3P-A (40 I

Note : Attempt five questions in all. Question No. 9 is compulsory. 
Attempt four questions from Question No. 1 to 8. All questions 
carry equal marks except Question No. 9 which is of eight 

marks.
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1. Examine James-Lange theory of emotion. 10

2. Give an account of the roles of hormones during emotion. 10 

qkH 'q>t ’jf’PFTSff ■q»T IRF faeUVI |

3. Are there basic categories of emotions? Cite evidence on favour

of your answer. 10

w srpnr’ijT sfri w ■$’ rtsr vRja 
^tf^l

4. How does culture influence the experience and expression of 

emotion? 10

Wffa faRJ TO w 3{Noqfg?f cfit

5. How is brain implicated in the experience of emotion? 10 

3 faRT WR at’dPfRd t?

6. Evaluate the contributions of ancient Indian thinkers towards 

the categorization and understanding of emotions. 10

<4cHiT<+»<ul qfrT MI-41'1 'Judi*! F4'd*l
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7. How does autonomic nervous system help or hinder humans 

during emotion? 10
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8. Write an essay on attachment emotion. 10

31H I'M 'fa3!'*! IdPsiM, I

Compulsory Question 

( 3t 1*1 IJ4¥*1 )

9. Write short notes on any two of the following :

(a) E.E.G.

(b) Facial expressions.

(c) Anger emotion.

(d) Benefits of negative emotions. (4x2=8)
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